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 Starring Niki Bernardi, Nelly Langer. This short by Czechoslovak filmmaker Jan Němec is about a businessman (Kinski) who goes on vacation to Poland, only to find out that his car has been stolen. It is a black and white short. All the best material from articles and books about how Kinski is gay was posted on the “netizens” [1], and by me, including my Kinski/Hitchcock quiz. Here are a few
examples: “On the other hand, he is said to be a complete loner, with a fascination for animals, especially cats, and for the night. […] He is a notorious womanizer; he has girlfriends and others, but never the one he wants or needs. He is a womaniser, has a girlfriend, and is the lover of others […] “ “For instance, he had an ongoing affair with the German actress-model Laura Münz (from Die blaue
Stimmung), whom he met when they were both working as extras in the German version of The Evil Eye (1957) […] “ “In the early 1950s Kinski was in the army in the 1950s, where his devotion to duty was tested by officers who found him insolent, egotistical and quite “effeminate”. Kinski was discharged from the army after just a few days. In The Curse of the Wolf Man (1961), Kinski plays a
vengeful werewolf. He had trouble convincing the producers that he could play the werewolf effectively because he had difficulty in convincing them that he was a werewolf, and that made him nervous and his acting consequently less convincing. He was able to handle the role of a werewolf because the werewolf is supposed to be uneducated and unkempt. “ “In the early 1950s he met an actress,
Barbara Valentin, whom he continued to see long after he had come out as gay […] After he received his first Oscar nomination (for The Indian Fighter) in 1952, a film magazine interview with Kinski was published in Paris that included his revealing confession of his homosexuality and that he was a “light homosexual”. However, he was terrified of the issue, and he hurriedly tried to delete the

interview. “ “Around this time, he met a British actress named Billie Whitelaw. 82157476af
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